
Physis 407-08Collapse of StarsWhat happens when stars run out of fuel? This was a question S. Chan-drasekhar asked himself while travelling by ship from India to Cambridge tostart his studies there. For hot stars, it is the heat pressure whih maintainsthe star. If the star's radius dereases slightly, this ompression inreases thetemperature of the star{ both beause of adiabati heating and beause ofthe inrease in nulear reation in the start as the density rises. But whathappens when the nulear reations stop, and the star begins to ool down?For a small enough star (or for a body like a baseball, the earth, or astar whose mass is up to about one solar mass) the answer is that the soalled eletron degeneray pressure. Consider that as the radius of the stardereases, the amount of room available for eah eletron dereases. Beauseone annot have two eletrons being in the same state, we an approximatethe system by saying that eah eletron has a volume of approximatelyV = R3Ne (1)(Note that I will be dropping all onstants of order unity sine these willbe just rough estimates) Ne is the total number of eletrons. Thus thedimensions of the box in whih eah eletron is on�ned has a length ofV 1=3, and the momentum of the eletrons is thenp = �hV 1=3 (2)If this is non-relativisti, the total energy of these eletrons is Nep2=me.Ee = Ne�h2 N2=3eR2me = �h2R2N5=3eme (3)where I have set �=3 = 1.The graviational potential energy is approximately GM2R = G (Nnmn)2Rwhere mn is the mass of a nuleon and Nn the total number of nuleons.Thus for a old star the approximate total energy isE = �h2 N5=3eR28me � 35G(Nnmn)2R (4)1



whih has a minimum ofRmin = �h2G N5=3eN2n 524mem2n (5)Ie, as long as the eletrons are not squeezed into a box so small that theybeome relativisti, the star has a stable equilibrium radius. Note that asthe number of nuleons inreases the radius slow dereases, not inreases.This is how the earth, and white dwarf stars hold themselves up againstgravity. (in Jupiter, it is still at a temperature higher than 0 so it is primarilyheld up by thermal pressure).Sine the number of nuleons is approximate the same as the numberof eletrons, as Nn inreases, the old radius dereases, and the momentuminreases of eah eletron inreases, until the eletrons beome relativisti.Then the energy of the eletrons beomes equal to p.The total Kineti energy is nowEe = Ne �hV 1=3 = N4=3e �h 1R (6)Both the kineti energy ontribution and the gravitational energy go as 1=Rwhih means that the system is unstable if�hN4=3e  < G(Nnmn)2 (7)Thus there is a ritial number of nuleons and thus of mass at whih thesystem is not relativistially stable, but the ollapse proeeds to smaller andsmaller radia Taking Ne = Nn we haveM = Nnmn = (�hG)3=2 1m2n (8)Now, (�hG )1=2 is a quantity of dimensions of mass, and is alled teh Plank massMP and is about 10�5gm. Thus the maximum mass whih is relativistiallystable is given by the inredibly simple relationM = M3Pm2n (9)However, the ollapse before the eletrons beome ompletely relativisti,the eletrons are absorbed by the protons in the nuleus, forming neutrons.2



Neutrons are fermions as well, whih implies that they also have the samebehaviour as the eletrons above. One an replae the me and Ne by mn andNn in the above, to �nd that there is also a maximum mass size for a starmade up entirely of neutrons. Again, if R beomes small enough that theneutrons beome relativisti, there is again no minimum. This implies thatthere is maximum number of nuleons in a star suh that the star an supportitself by neutron degeneray pressure. Any star larger than that must eithershed o� the exess mass or it has no minimum, and must ollapse to a blakhole.The maximum mass for the eletron degeneray pressure to support is theso alled Chandrasekhar mass and is about 1.4 solar masses. A star whihis less massive than this an support itself by eletron degeneray pressure.If the mass is bigger than about .1 times the mass of the sun, this is a whitedwarf. If it is about 100 more massive than Jupiter, it is a brown dwarf. Ifless, it is a planet. The maximum mass for a neutron start is very similar{and in fat depends in detail on the pressure of the nulear matter. As well asthe degeneray pressure, there are interations between the nuleons whihould inrease or derease the maximum mass.This means that there must be lots of blak holes out there, sine thereare many stars with masses muh larger than the mass of the sun.
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